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About Monica and Her Message
Monica is your average modern woman. Happily married
for eleven years with three young kids, she and her
husband, Michael, recently relocated from their
hometowns in the Bay Area, California to Boise, Idaho
where they enjoy a slower-paced lifestyle.
After 15 years of feeling pressured to climb the ladder as
high as she could in the corporate world, Monica realized
that professional accomplishment by society's standards
was not actually something she wanted. Although she still
works full-time, she deliberately remains at her current
level which affords balance and happiness. She no longer
strives to “Lean In” to her career. Such a change in
Monica’s professional ambition was quite an adjustment
and is something she is committed to share with others.
In doing so, Monica has learned that many women feel the same way. The root of the issue is that
mainstream messages like “Lean In” and “Have it All” are one-sided, implying that all women should
want to achieve as much as they possibly can. As a result, many women feel guilty if they don’t want
to “Lean In” to their careers so they either continue to climb the ladder out of obligation or they
quietly Lean Out of their careers. Society views women who do the latter as underachievers or as
wasting the opportunities they’re fortunate to have. This is the perception that Monica wants to
change.
With her first book debuting in January 2020, Monica is more determined than ever to share her
message that, just as it should be okay for women to Lean Into their careers, it should also be okay if
we choose to Lean Out.
Topics Monica Likes to Discuss
• The unintended consequences of mainstream messages like “Lean In”
• What “Leaning Out” means and how Monica does it every day
• The question we should be asking ourselves about “having it all”
• The concept of “immortality projects”
• External Validation vs. Intrinsic Fulfillment
• How parenthood can change your ambition
• Tips for “right-sizing” your life and holding firm to your conviction
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Monica’s Audience
Monica’s message resonates most with women who work full-time in
the corporate world. They may or may not be married with children.
They are mid-career and are new to - or on the cusp of - leadership in
their organizations. Even though they have plenty of professional
opportunity and are grateful to have it, they're tired of being urged to
“Lean In” and “Have it All”.
Secondary audiences include modern fathers in the corporate world
and also mothers who are not in the corporate world but feel similar
guilt for not pursuing professional “success” by society’s definition.
With a rapidly growing following on social media, Monica’s audience is
an engaged and loyal one.
What Women Are Saying
"I agree with you so much and appreciate everything you share.”

Links to Resources
Sample Interview
“The Mom Enterprise”
podcast, Sept 22, 2019
episode
Author Website
monicaepierce.com
Instagram Profile
@monica_leaning_out
Article in
Working Mother Magazine

"I could not have written my feelings out any better than this!”
"YES to everything you stand for! Thank you! I thought I was the only one who thought ‘leaning in’
was a really backwards concept."
"Thank you for putting words to how I feel in my own life. I couldn't figure out how to properly
express it to others before finding your inspiring words."
"I just want you to know how much your message spoke to me. I appreciate your message and hope
that other women discover it and identify with it too!”
"I'm so happy to have found you! I just went back to work after my second and immediately decided I
need to lean out!! I'm so glad I'm not alone in this feeling!!"
"I've been looking for words to put to my feelings and your message is exactly how I'm feeling!”
"Glad I found you! I've been practicing a lot of Lean Out. I'm choosing my family and my sanity over
what society thinks I need to be doing."
"Thank you! The intent of Lean In was good, but the perspective from which it was written is just not
where most of us live.”
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